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Modular Solutions, for When it  
Has to Fit

StormLite3®

Trafficable

As New Zealand’s leading plastic tank 
fabricators we know what it takes to make a 
robust tank shell.

We’ve combined our expertise and high quality 
materials to produce a 6mm thick shell that 
securely holds the modular tank elements 
together and is over 7x the thickness of the 
protective layer used by other modular systems. 
Every weld on every tank is leak tested during 
production.

Protective Exterior Shell for a 
Solution That Lasts

StormLite3® does it all with its unique APD design.

•  

•  

•  

When your retention or detention tank has to fit underground, either very deep, in a shallow 
space, and/or for vehicles to drive over, APD’s StormLite3® has your ideal solution. Its unique 
modular rectangle system is extremely durable and watertight, using the same reliable 6mm 
polyethylene sheet that is used on our hazardous-rated chemical tanks. Installation has never 
been this easy, arriving on-site complete and ready-to-go. All you have to do is specify your 
requirements, then fill-in over the top of the highly durable delivered tank.
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Configuration Options

So it can be installed quickly and safely, our StormLite3® tank is delivered  
complete with spigots for an inlet and vent pipe ready to connect to a manhole.

Tanks are supplied with lifting lugs, to simplify handling on site.

Fast installation saves costly additional man hours on site, keeping the time spent in the excavation 
site to a minimum; making for a safer and efficient work environment.

Arrives Pre-assembled

StormLite3® was  
developed because we  

were approached repeatedly 
by Engineers and Drainage 

Contractors for lower profile 
tanks, to be buried at depths 

greater than 1 metre and 
tanks to maximise volume 
storage in limited space.

Modular tanks that fit any environment and give you the flexibility you need.

The internal structure of StormLite3® is composed of ProTank modules, arranged to utilise space 
effectively, fitting your volume requirements and site layout.

ProTank modules have a void space ratio of 0.95 and lock together vertically, up to 5 high, and pack 
together horizontally to form the shape of the tank.

Modular Tanks

The StormLite3® tank must be connected to a manhole chamber 
as per the diagram, to limit silt intake into the tank and as a 
connection point for all inlets, overflow and orifice/outlet.

Manhole Chamber and Silt Trap for Drainage

Standard with all StormLite3® tanks are a tank connection spigot and a vent spigot for connection of 
the tank to a manhole chamber as shown in the illustration above.

Add on options are:

Connecting Spigots and Inspection Ports

• Additional connection spigots at the standard pipe diameters up to 300mm (315mm OD).
• Inspection ports up to 150mm diameter (160mm OD).


